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April 2016 EA Industry Spotlight 
Empathia, Inc. and ICAS International Announce Global Employee Assistance 
Program 
MILWAUKEE, April 12, 2016 - Empathia, Inc. and ICAS International have signed a 
Strategic Collaboration Agreement that establishes a powerful new market proposition - 
LifeMatters Global. "This agreement brings together the unique reach that ICAS 
International offers with the strength of a highly respected U.S. and Canadian EAP 
provider to create a formidable global proposition," said Stephen Galliano, CEO of ICAS 
International. 
 
Maria Lund, CEO of First Sun EAP, named to Western Carolina University Honor 
Roll of Peak Performers 
On April 20, 2016, First Sun EAP CEO Maria Lund was honored at the Western 
Carolina University 2016 Honors and Awards ceremony.  The Honor Roll of Peak 
Performers was established in 1996 to recognize alumni of the College of Education 
and Allied Professions who have distinguished themselves in their profession. The 
University noted that Maria was selected because of her professional achievement, and 
equally importantly because the professors associated with her discipline believe she is 
an inspirational role model to students currently pursuing a degree in the program in 
which she was enrolled as a Western student.  A long time EAPA member and CEAP, 
Maria is the Chair of EAPA's Communication Committee, which oversees the Journal of 
Employee Assistance. She introduces the contents of each issue in her quarterly "Front 
Desk" column.  
  
Morneau Shepell announces alliance with Indian EAP provider 
The Canadian Press, April 12, 2016 - Morneau Shepell Inc. has formed a strategic 
alliance with India’s leading provider of employee assistance programs. The Toronto-
based company says it’s combining forces with 1to1Help.net of Bangalore, India. 
Morneau Shepell says the two companies will work together to provide employee 
assistance services to employees of multinational companies. 
 
Governor extends state employee assistance program benefits to all Montana 
national guard members 
Apr 13, 2016 - Governor Steve Bullock has extended state employee assistance 
program benefits to all Montana national guard members. As of May first, three-
thousand National Guard members will have access to E.A.P benefits, including a 24-
hour crisis line. Major General Matthew Quinn says these resources are confidential to 
use, and are put in place to help deal with daily life stressors.  “Three soldiers have 
been lost to suicide in the past seven months three members of our family that left many 
wondering what more could have been done.” 
 
Utah declares porn a ‘public health crisis’ as governor signs resolution 
SALT LAKE CITY, April 19, 2016  – The state of Utah has become the first state in the 
nation to declare that pornography is creating a “public health crisis.” The resolution 
recognizes porn can impact brain development, increase risky sexual behavior, and 
lead to sexual addiction. Numerous experts have said they have come to address porn, 
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not as a moral issue, but as a public health threat. “Numerous studies have now 
connected pornography use to lower mental health outcomes, lower relationship well-
being, and detrimental expectations and beliefs about sex and sexual intimacy,” said Dr. 
Brian Willoughby, a professor of family life at Brigham Young University. His own 
research linked early exposure to pornography to “an increased probability of addictive 
and compulsive behaviors developing in adulthood.” 
 
Frequent Marijuana Use Raises Risk of Psychotic Disorders in Vulnerable People 
Apr 18, 2016 - The potential for marijuana to cause lasting damage to the mental health 
of some users, especially the young, is serious enough to warrant global public health 
campaigns, international drug experts say. According to an article in The Guardian, the 
warning from scientists in the UK, US, Europe and Australia reflects a growing 
consensus that frequent use of the drug can increase the risk of psychosis in vulnerable 
people, and comes as the UN prepares to convene a special session on the global 
drugs problem for the first time since 1998. The meeting in New York next week aims to 
unify countries in their efforts to tackle issues around illicit drug use. While the vast 
majority of people who smoke cannabis will not develop psychotic disorders, those who 
do can have their lives ruined. Psychosis is defined by hallucinations, delusions and 
irrational behaviour, and while most patients recover from the episodes, some go on to 
develop schizophrenia. The risk is higher among patients who continue with heavy 
cannabis use. 
http://www.truthdig.com/eartotheground/item/frequent_marijuana_use_raises_the_risk_
of_psychotic_20160417  
 
EA Professional Spotlight 
 
Name and Position 
Tinyiko Chabalala, Manager for Employee Wellness Programme Department of 
Economic Development, Limpopo Province, South Africa. Tinyiko is also the President 
for Employee Assistance Professional Association of South Africa (EAPA-SA) Branch. 
 
What do you like best about working in the employee assistance field? 
I enjoy working in a multidisciplinary team of social workers, psychologists, and other 
professionals, which creates a diversity of ideas and solutions. 
 
What was your first EA job? 
I started working in the EA field in 1992 as Employee Assistance Practitioner in the 
South African Police Services. I was primarily responsible for dealing with trauma and 
crisis intervention. 
 
What is the most challenging part of your job? 
Trying to bring happiness to people who are going through a difficult time in their life is 
challenging. However, the shortage of staffing and workloads is causing burnout among 
professionals – and that is the most serious challenge right now. On the plus side, 
working with a wide network of supports makes it at least a little easier to get by with the 
resources that are available.  

http://www.truthdig.com/eartotheground/item/frequent_marijuana_use_raises_the_risk_of_psychotic_20160417
http://www.truthdig.com/eartotheground/item/frequent_marijuana_use_raises_the_risk_of_psychotic_20160417
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When you’re not busy working, what inspires you? 

I enjoy spending time with my family. Camping and angling (a method of fishing) are 

particularly pleasurable activities.  

 

Contact info: 

President@eapasa.co.za  
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